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F.A.Z. Study confirmed: JDC Group is Germany’s best consultant
JDC Group AG, according to the F.A.Z. Study is “Germany’s best consultant” in
the field of Fintech.
JDC Group AG was the only company to achieve the maximum number of points
with regard to the aspects examined: price/performance, customer care,
customer satisfaction, quality, service and recommendation.
This confirms the market leadership of JDC Group AG in the digitisation of the
processing of insurance and financial products.

Since 2017, JDC Group AG (ISIN: DE000A0B9N37; Bloomberg: A8A.GR), which is listed
on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, has been offering its award-winning electronic financial
and insurance folder "allesmeins" [everything mine] to its affiliated brokers and key
accounts in a white-label version. Users of the allesmeins app or one of its white-label
versions handle their business directly via the JDC-B2B subsidiary Jung, DMS & Cie.
and its multi-client capable administration software iCRM. A real margin advantage, since
the JDC Group's purchasing conditions can be used without further intermediaries. This
is winning over more and more large companies such as the Lufthansa subsidiary
Albatros, the BMW subsidiary Bavaria Wirtschaftsagentur GmbH, comdirekt or, most
recently, the insurance subsidiary of Sparda-Bank.
This development also convinced the F.A.Z. Institute, a 100% subsidiary of the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, to award JDC Group AG the title of "Germany's best
consultant" in the Fintech sector. JDC Group AG, which has historically been launched
on the market as a sales and purchasing platform, is now ranked above online
companies such as the credit brokers Auxmoney and Hypoport with the maximum
number of points, thus establishing itself as the market leader in the digitalisation of the
processing of insurance and financial products.
For its "Germany's best consultant" study, the F.A.Z. Institute evaluated communication
with 20,000 companies in 350 million online sources with regard to the six aspects of
price/performance, customer care, customer satisfaction, quality, service and
recommendation.
Dr Sebastian Grabmaier, Chairman of the Board of JDC Group AG, comments: "I am
delighted that we have been named Germany's best consultant in the F.A.Z. Institute
study. Because the six criteria examined are the basis for our business and the basis of
our ‘Advisortech strategy’, i.e. technology for people and not against them. Despite our
focus on technology, our business remains a people business. Digital and personal",
says Grabmaier, emphasising:
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“Only an innovative platform technology, as we offer it as a data and digitalisation service
provider, will enable functioning digitalisation in the financial and insurance sectors with
a focus on the end customer.”
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About JDC Group AG
JDC Group AG (ISIN: DE000A0B9N37) stands for state-of-the-art financial advice and
intelligent financial technology for consultants and clients. The “Advisortech” business
unit provides our clients and consultants with advanced consulting and administration
technology through the Jung, DMS & Cie. Group. While many sales and distribution
partners see technological change as a problem and recent Fintech start-ups as new
competitors, we instead consider the “technology” factor a great opportunity. Solutions
from the “Advisortech” business unit will help consultants take even better care of their
customers and as a result generate increased sales. In the “Advisory” segment, we
broker financial products to private end customers via independent consultants, brokers
and financial distributors via the FiNUM Group. With over 16,000 affiliated sales partners,
a managed portfolio of more than EUR 4.5 billion and over EUR 1.4 billion in product
sales each year, we are one of the market leaders in the German-speaking area.
Disclaimer
The board members at JDC Group AG hold a significant stake in JDC Group AG and
have a vested interest in the nature and content of the information contained in this
communication.
You can find further information on the company and affiliates at www.jdcgroup.de.
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